Much thanks to our volunteers.

Please let us know if your name has been inadvertently omitted. (plantsales@riwps.org)

Laurie Anderson       Sigrid Hewitt       Mary O’Connor
Shirley Anderson      Linda Hughes       Laura Orabone
Betty Blycker         Judy Ireland       Joyce Pelletier
Suzanne Borstein      Joe Jamroz         Marcia Pena
Wendy Brennen         Jackie Kanis        Sandy Petrarca
Don Brown             David Kelman       Garry Plunkett
Lucy Brown            Colleen Kenyon      Kate Rakowsky
MaryLou Chase          Catharine King      Dan Rakowsky
Pat Cahalan           Jonathan Knight     Ann Raver
Nancy Crawford         Judy Knight        Damaris Rivera
George Cunha           Marnie Lacouture    Carl Sawyer
Carolyn Curtis         Lorry LaLiberti    Sally Shwartz
Elizabeth Dickson      Karen Lambe        Dorothy Swift
Paul Dolan            Suzanne Lussier     Fran Topping
Helen Drew             Tysh McGrail       Darlene Towne
Barbara Fenimore       Martha MacBurnie    MaryLou Upham
Joyce Fingerut         Susan Marcus       Susan Valletta
Lisa Fiore             Elizabeth McMillan  Debbie Van Dam
Dick Fisher            Corliss Merkel      Alisson Walsh
Marty Fisher           Marsha Meyer        Nancy Weiss-Fried
Martha Foster          Paula Morrissey     John Wilson
Amanda Freitas         Pam Murphy          Michelle Wilson
Cynthia Gianfresco     Joyce Nelson       Barbara Zarchen
Linda Griffiths        Lisa Noble          Nancy Nowak
Cheryl Hahn            Candy Satin Noonan  
Linda Hall             

In addition to this list we would note that a number members and friends generously came forward in moments of need, including those early customers at the May Sale who pitched in as we moved our booth from its original location at the URI Spring Festival to one much more central.

Help is always appreciated.